Latin American Art Ancient To Modern

Latin American art - Latin American art is the combined artistic expression of South America, Central America, the Caribbean, and Mexico. As well as Latin Americans living in other regions, the art has roots in the many different indigenous cultures that inhabited the Americas before European colonization. In the 16th century, the indigenous cultures developed sophisticated artistic disciplines. Latin American culture - Latin American culture is the formal or informal expression of the people of Latin America and includes both high culture literature and high art and popular culture. Music, folk art, and dance are as well as religion and other traditional practices. Definitions of Latin America vary from a cultural perspective. Latin America generally includes those parts of the Americas where Spanish or French have been predominant. Ancient world - Rich traditions of Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean were colonized by the Spanish and the Portuguese. These traditions reflect the distinctive mixtures of Native American and European influences. Shifting throughout the region, this section surveys religious folk and art from the 19th century. Twentieth century art of Latin America - This is a thorough account of Latin American art and social and political issues that influenced it. Published in 2016, it remains a dated look at the history of Latin American art. Latin American Jewish literature - Available online, this book evaluates historical knowledge as it relates to ancient and modern genealogies. Information gleaned from social contexts both secular and religious are reviewed using modern genealogical research specialist standards. Latin American music - This is a thorough account of Latin American music, including the social and political issues that influenced it. Latin American culture - Latin American culture includes the history and culture of Latin America, including music, folk art, and dance as well as religion and other traditional practices. Definitions of Latin America vary from a cultural perspective. Latin America generally includes those parts of the Americas where Spanish or French have been predominant.